**COMMUNICATION/SIGNAL TYPE ATTACHMENT**

TELEPHONE CABLE
CATV CABLE
ALARM CABLE (FIRE, POLICE, WATER TOWER LEVEL, ETC.)
TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL CABLE
TELEGRAPH CABLE
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE COMMUNICATION CABLE

**NOTES:**

1. WHEN CATV AND TELEPHONE ARE ATTACHED TO POLE, CATV's PREFERRED POSITION IS ABOVE TELEPHONE (12" MIN.). IF OTHER COMMUNICATION/SIGNAL TYPE CABLES ARE ATTACHED TO POLE WITH CATV AND/OR TELEPHONE, THEIR POSITION SHALL BE MUTUALLY AGREED UPON. 12" SPACING SHOULD BE MAINTAINED BETWEEN CABLES. CATV AND TELEPHONE DROPS CAN BE LESS THAN 12" FROM OTHER CABLES. DROPS SHALL BE 40" BELOW POWER NEUTRAL OR SECONDARY AT POLE.

2. ALL CABLES SHALL BE ON SAME SIDE OF POLE.

3. MESSNER STRAND SHALL BE BONDED TO THE POLE GROUND, IF PRESENT.

**SUPPLY NEUTRAL OR SECONDARY CONDUCTOR OF NOT MORE THAN 750 VOLTS TO GROUND**

**UPPERMOST COMMUNICATION/SIGNAL TYPE ATTACHMENT**

**COMMUNICATION/SIGNAL TYPE ATTACHMENT**

**COMMUNICATION/SIGNAL TYPE ATTACHMENT**

**COMMUNICATION/SIGNAL TYPE ATTACHMENT**

*† FOR SUPPLY NEUTRAL ONLY. CLEARANCE IS REQUIRED BETWEEN CONDUCTORS AND ALL ASSOCIATED HARDWARE.*
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